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Abstract. The aim of this study is to investigate the morphological, functional group, crystallinity and mechanical
properties of a three-dimensional porous cornstarch/n-HAp (nano-hydroxyapatite) biocomposite scaffold. In this study,
cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds were fabricated using the solvent casting and particulate leaching technique. The porous
cornstarch/n-HAp composites with various cornstarch contents (30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 wt%) were prepared and
characterized by scanning electron microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffractometer and compression test. The morphology of the scaffolds possessed macropores (200–600 lm) and micropores (50–100 lm) with a
high interconnectivity. The porosity of the porous cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds varied between 53 and 70% with compressive
strength and compressive modulus of 2.03 and 8.27 MPa, respectively. The results suggested that highly porous cornstarch/
n-HAp scaffold properties with adequate mechanical properties can be obtained for applications in bone tissue engineering.
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Introduction

There is a high demand for alternative materials of human
bones due to the increase of bone illnesses and longer life
expectancy [1–3]. The development of manufactured materials
is a major concern and requires assurance in supplanting bone
tissues [4–6]. The alternative materials are expected to
resemble the natural bone tissue. Hence, the manufactured
material must be bioactive and possess resorbable properties,
to enhance the host tissue regeneration and supplant the
embedded material with newly implanted bone tissue [7–12].
As a potential bioceramic material, hydroxyapatites
(HAp) (calcium phosphates) have been studied extensively
for bone substitution in composite materials [13] due to
their bioactivity, biocompatibility and osteoconductivity.
These properties are used to describe capability in advanced
cell proliferation, differentiation and adhesion [7,10].
However, HAp is brittle. Moreover, it is difficult to prepare
HAp in complex forms as it does not possess the satisfactory features required for tissue engineering [1,7,13,14].
Thus, natural polymers, e.g., starch is crucial for use to
improve the mechanical properties of HAp [3,15,16].
Starch is one of the essential polymers for medical
applications because it is cost-effective, biodegradable,

non-toxic and renewable. On the other hand, it can also act
as an indispensable analogue polysaccharide to in-vivo
energy storage that can metabolize into glucose [17–19]. In
nature, plant polymers are biocompatible which can
improve the bioactivity of ceramics [17,20]. Starch and
HAp exhibit high biocompatibility. The fabricated scaffold
using starch and HAp has reinforced mechanical properties
and particular functionalities with sustainable features
[21,22].
A temporary artificial extracellular matrix is applied to
support functional tissue regeneration during scaffold fabrication. It is a challenge in tissue engineering [23–25]. The
fabricated scaffold should have some essential features, i.e.,
great biocompatibility, appropriate biodegradation rate,
minimal inflammatory activity, interconnected pore structure and adequate mechanical properties [10,26]. Also, the
advantageous incorporation of bioactive molecules is an
additional tissue substitute design requirement [27,28].
Starch granules contain both crystalline and amorphous
components [29]. Starch has two macromolecules, i.e.,
amylose and amylopectin [30]. When starch is sufficiently
heated in water, starch granules increase pressure on
crystallites [30,31]. The granules collapse and lose contact with each other because the amylopectin backbones
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extend in all directions [32]. Then, the double-stranded
helices of amylopectin connect flexible spacer arms with
amorphous clusters. The gelatinization phenomenon can
be illustrated by the flexibility of the spacer arms
[30–34]. The presence of amylose contributes to the
amylopectin backbones in the amorphous lamellae, which
reduces their flexibility and delays swelling [30,32,33,35].
The connected amylose and amylopectin can be evenly
and effectively distributed into its tree-like structure
across the granules. It can also transverse the HAp
granules as an adhesive between the granules in order to
form inter- and intra-hydrogen bonding among all the
particles [36]. The process of retrogradation occurs when
the amylose and amylopectin chains are rearranged and
re-associated in a different ordered structure with a high
level of crystallinity after cooling [30,33,34,37]. The HAp
granule will be interlocked tightly in the recrystallization
of macromolecule environment and this determines the
structural hardness of the scaffold [30].
In this research study, a novel and hybrid three-dimensional (3D) porous cornstarch/n-HAp biocomposite scaffold
was fabricated by utilizing the adhesion and recrystallization (due to output gelatinization and retrogradation,
respectively) of starch without any additives to meet the
requirements of a scaffold for bone regeneration. This
method of fabrication is rapid with low energy consumption. It is also cost-efficient, simple and environmentally
friendly. Many research studies have reported cornstarchbased scaffolds [38–45]. The highly porous biocomposite
scaffold was prepared by the solvent casting and particulate
leaching (SCPL) technique. The prepared sample was
characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
X-ray diffraction technique (XRD), Archimedes method,
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and universal testing machine (UTM). The novel starch-based
scaffold with outstanding mechanical properties and no
detrimental effects was fabricated by controlling the rigorous preparation conditions, i.e., temperature and water
content [30,46–48]. The pure green and natural 3D porous
scaffolds based on starch have not been studied extensively.
Many research studies have paid little attention to the tendency of natural starch which makes the scaffold highly
porous and robust without crosslinking and coupling agents
for the structural fabrication and enhancement when it is
subjected to morphological change. Hence, a novel and
hybrid scaffold has been fabricated which can provide the
required characteristics.

2.
2.1

Materials and methods
Materials

The 3D porous biocomposite scaffolds were fabricated by
using cornstarch and hydroxyapatite nanopowder (n-HAp).
Cornstarch, n-HAp and analytical grade sodium chloride
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(NaCl) particles porogen were commercially available.
Ethanol (95%) was used as a water-repellent.

2.2

Scaffold fabrication

A 3D porous bioceramic scaffold was fabricated and reinforced by cornstarch to make it a biocomposite material.
SCPL was implemented to prepare 3D porous cornstarch/nHAp biocomposite scaffolds. The cornstarch was dissolved
in deionized water (volume ratio of 1:3) to prepare a
cornstarch suspension with a concentration of 333.33 g l-1.
Then, the cornstarch suspension was heated at temperature
range within 45–65°C for about 30–60 min (heat-moisture
treatment). To produce a composite scaffold which is made
of cornstarch and n-HAp, the required weight of n-HAp
(composition is listed in table 1) was dispersed in the
cornstarch suspension through stirring using a vortex mixer
at 3000 rpm for 1–3 min. Deionized water was added when
the mass fraction of n-HAp and the cornstarch is [1. The
volume of additional deionized water can be determined
using the below equation:

VDIðAddÞ ¼ VDIðstarchÞ þ 3 MHAp  Mstarch ;
ð1Þ
where VDIðstarchÞ is the initial volume of deionized water to
obtain a cornstarch suspension; MHAp is the mass of the nHAp and Mstarch is the mass of the cornstarch. The mixture
was agitated and heated at a rate of 5°C min-1 for 10 min
from 50 to 100°C. Subsequently, NaCl was added and
stirred into the mixture to prepare a homogeneous composite. The ratio of NaCl to the total mass of cornstarch and
n-HAp is 2:1. The NaCl–HAp–cornstarch homogeneous
composite was filled into a Teflon mould and cooled within
2–10°C for about 1–2 h. Next, the homogeneous composite
was dehydrated at a temperature range of 80–90°C for
20–24 h. Then, it was dried at 110–140°C for 2–3 h. The
dried cornstarch composites were immersed in deionized
water for 2–3 h for 15 min successively until the deionized
water eliminated salt particles in the composites completely. The leached scaffolds were immersed into 95%
ethanol for about 10–15 min for the sterilization and
coacervation process. Lastly, the porous cornstarch/n-HAp
scaffolds were dried at 85–95°C for 3–4 h and then stored
in a desiccator before characterization.

2.3

Scaffold characterization

2.3a Scanning
electron
microscope
(SEM)
analysis: The morphology of the composite scaffolds
was observed using an SEM. The prepared scaffold samples
were sliced using a scalpel to reveal the cross-section of the
samples. All the specimen slices were coated with a thin
platinum (Pt) layer via sputtering. Subsequently, the coated
samples were examined using an SEM at an acceleration
voltage of 5 kV.
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Proportion of the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds.

Sample code
HAp–Cs30
HAp–Cs40
HAp–Cs50
HAp–Cs60
HAp–Cs70
HAp–Cs80
HAp–Cs90

Starch (wt%)

n-HAp (wt%)

Cornstarch amount (g)

n-HAp amount (g)

NaCl amount (g)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

2.3b Archimedes
porosity
determination
(APD)
analysis: The porosity of the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold
was measured using the liquid displacement method based
on the Archimedes principle. Three identical cuboid-shaped
scaffolds were prepared for every different composition.
The porosity of every scaffold representing each
composition had to be calculated appropriately. The
average porosity value of the three identical samples was
calculated and used to determine the overall results. The
porosity of each cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold was determined
by using the following equation:
Porosity ¼

executing a compression strength test using the UTM.
Cuboid-shaped
scaffolds
were
prepared
in
25 9 13 9 13 mm3 for the compression tests. The
compression tests were measured according to ASTM F
451-95 guidelines with the cross-head speed of
1 mm min-1 and 2 kN of load capacity. Three identical
specimens for every composition were tested, and the
average compressive strengths were recorded and reported.
The slope for the initial linear portion of the stress–strain
curve was plotted by using the test results to determine the
compression modulus.

ðWSaturated  WDry Þ=pethanol
 100%;
ðWSaturated  WImmersed Þ=pethanol
ð2Þ

where WDry is the weight of the dry specimen; WSaturated is
the saturated weight of the specimen in ethanol; WImmersed is
the weight of the specimen immersed in ethanol and pethanol
is the density of ethanol (0.798 g ml-1).
2.3c Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
analysis: The wavelength spectrum of the composite
scaffolds was performed using a FTIR spectrometer. The
prepared samples were ground into a fine powder using an
aluminium oxide mortar and pestle to conduct the FTIR
analysis. The cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold samples were
analysed in transmission mode and collected over the
frequency spectrum range of 600–4000 cm-1.
2.3d X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis: The crystallinity
of the cornstarch/n-HAp biocomposites was investigated
with an X-ray powder diffractometer. The prepared
specimens were further ground into a fine powder using
an aluminium oxide mortar and pestle to conduct the XRD
analysis. The XRD operates with voltage and current
settings of 40 kV and 30 mA, respectively, using Cu
radiation (k = 1.5406 Å). The graphical XRD patterns of
the cornstarch/n-HAp biocomposites were determined using
diffraction angles from 10 to 55° at a scan speed of
4° min-1 with the step size and step time of 0.02 and 0.24 s,
respectively.
2.3e Compressive property analysis: The mechanical
parameters of the composite scaffolds were measured by

3.
3.1

Results and discussion
Morphological analysis

SEM was used to examine the morphology of cornstarch/nHAp scaffolds. SEM images of the scaffolds are important
to analyse cross-sectional surface, average pore size and
interconnectivity [49,50]. Meanwhile, APD analysis was
used to elucidate the porosity percentage of cornstarch/nHAp scaffolds. The variety of composite proportions
resulted in different porosity, homogeneity, interconnectivity and pore size of the scaffold’s inner structure [45,50].
The morphologies of the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds
with varying cornstarch contents are shown in figure 1a–g.
The average diameter of micropores and macropores for
HAp–Cs30 are *71 lm diameter and *420 lm, respectively. Meanwhile, the average diameter of the HAp–Cs40
scaffold pores for micropores and macropores is *97 lm
and *552 lm, respectively. HAp–Cs40 had a higher
porosity percentage of 68.1% than the HAp–Cs30 scaffold
with a porosity percentage of 61.6%. The HAp–Cs30 with a
high HAp content has a 3D matrix with fewer pores (figure 1a) than HAp–Cs40 (figure 1b). The HAp–Cs50 scaffold has a good interconnection between the macroporous
structure of pore size (*371 lm diameter) and micropores
(*82 lm). The porosity was about 69.6% as listed in
table 2. A decrease in the average pore size of the HAp–
Cs50 leads to an increment of porosity due to the presence
of the microcracks and highly dispersed pores. The rough
and loose interior region of the matrix is formed (figure
1a–c) due to the subsequent increment of HAp
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Figure 1. SEM images of 3D porous cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds: (a) HAp–Cs30, (b) HAp–Cs40, (c) HAp–Cs50, (d) HAp–Cs60,
(e) HAp–Cs70, (f) HAp–Cs80 and (g) HAp–Cs90.

concentration. It causes incomplete entrapment in the
recrystallized cornstarch bed. Meanwhile, the porous structures are completely interconnected throughout the entire
scaffold, even at low proportions of cornstarch. The clusterlike matrix structure of the scaffolds exhibits a higher porosity
(more than 60%) and forms the porous microstructure with
high interconnectivity, especially HAp–Cs50. The morphology of these irregular porous structures does not change significantly from a macroscopic point of view when cornstarch
composition increases from 30 to 50 wt% (figure 1a–c).
The HAp–Cs60 scaffold was not so rigid and flaky with
the lowest porosity (53%). Figure 1d shows highly interconnected open morphology of macropores with diameters
around *478 lm and average micropore diameter of
*87 lm. In contrast, figure 1d shows that HAp particles
incorporated with recrystallized cornstarch walls of the pore
and not in segmented clusters compared to those scaffolds
in figure 1a–c. The HAp–Cs60 microarchitecture has the

Table 2. Porosity and average pore size of the cornstarch/n-HAp
scaffolds.
Average pore size (lm)
Sample
HAp–Cs30
HAp–Cs40
HAp–Cs50
HAp–Cs60
HAp–Cs70
HAp–Cs80
HAp–Cs90

Porosity (%)

Micropores

Macropores

61.6
68.1
69.6
53.0
58.2
63.3
61.6

71.4
96.6
81.7
86.6
62.2
59.9
52.2

419.8
551.7
371.2
478.2
368.3
287.8
291.3

lowest porosity with a massive closed pore structure in the
successive matrices of the scaffold. The average pore size of
HAp–Cs70 (diameter of macropores *368 lm; diameter of
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micropores *62 lm) is more significant than HAp–Cs80
(macropores, diameter *288 lm; micropores, diameter *60 lm). However, the HAp–Cs80 matrices had a
higher porosity percentage of 63.3% than HAp–Cs70 scaffold with a porosity percentage of 58.2% due to a higher
percentage of starch in composition. The decrement of
average pore sizes in HAp–Cs70 and HAp–Cs80 structure
that leads to high porosity is attributed to the homogeneous
and well-interconnected structure. The smoother recrystallized layer of cornstarch is deposited on the walls of the
interior region for the scaffold structure. The cornstarch
covers the connecting areas between the pores or necklines
of the connecting areas with high porosity. The overall
network of interconnected pore architecture has been
illustrated in the cross-sectional view from figure 1e and f.
The pores of HAp–Cs80 are well distributed in the desired
constitutive microstructure due to the contribution of the
tiny round pores in the thin walls of the scaffolds, which are
highly responsible for interconnectivity. In other words, the
HAp–Cs70 can appreciate the typical network structure,
which separates large pores with thick trabeculae. Meanwhile, the HAp–Cs80 struts are very thin, sintered well
among adjacent pores, causes rough texture for strut and
creates wide microporosity, which is an ideal cellular
environment [50].
The suitable cornstarch content in composites can stabilize
and enhance the formation of the porous scaffold structure.
However, the HAp–Cs90 shows anomaly where its porosity
decreases at the highest proportion of cornstarch content when
compared to the scaffolds (cornstarch content percentage
\90%) with a similar microstructural morphology, especially
from figure 1d–f. Table 2 indicates that HAp–Cs90 shows
lower porosity percentage (61.6%) than HAp–Cs80. It causes
weak mechanical strength due to the collapsed structure.
Insufficiency of HAp content proportion in the scaffold is the
main factor that leads to this poor behaviour. On the other
hand, the HAp–Cs90 has average macropore size diameter of
*291 lm. Besides, micropores with *52 lm diameter are
present in HAp–Cs90 and it is larger than HAp–Cs80. The
HAp–Cs90 varies in matrix structure. Some regions in HAp–
Cs90 are fragile, while others are ductile pores and they are
not interconnected well. Deformation of pore size structures
can be observed. It can be seen that HAp–Cs60, HAp–Cs70,
HAp–Cs80 and HAp–Cs90 show a smoother surface of network structure (figure 1d–g) than HAp–Cs30, HAp–Cs40 and
HAp–Cs50 where they exhibit a rough surface (figure 1a–c).
HAp–Cs90 has thicker walls between pores than the HAp–
Cs60, HAp–Cs70 and HAp–Cs80 scaffolds. The scaffold has
low porous walls as seen from figure 1g. Composites with a
high proportion of cornstarch content (HAp–Cs80 scaffolds
with 80 wt% cornstarch and 20 wt% HAp) present the best
structure, and it can be observed through figure 1f. HAp–Cs80
also has high porosity and stiffness when compared to other
scaffolds.
The natural polymer cornstarch can be used in the formation of a scaffold in complex structures [51,52]. The
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structure and architecture of the pore-wall depend on the
crystallizability and proportion of the cornstarch. The
existence of pores is required for adequate neovascularization, nutrient transportation and removal of metabolic waste
for cellular activities [51]. The pore size and porosity
influence cell behaviour and determine the ultimate
mechanical properties of the scaffold [44,53]. These morphological characteristics are required in bone tissue engineering because it is vital for cell colonization to ensure
favourable in-vitro and in-vivo functionality [53].

3.2

FTIR spectroscopy analysis

FTIR spectroscopy was used to study the interactions of
cornstarch/n-HAp for interpretation and evaluation of the
functional groups and structural elements in the prepared
samples. In the FTIR spectral pattern shown in figure 2, an
identical pattern indicates that the scaffold samples were
consistently fabricated. In the FTIR spectrum, it can find a
significant peak of n-HAp and cornstarch appears
throughout the spectrum with the wavelength range. Low
peaks (weaker bands) are dispersed in the spectrum because
the presence of cornstarch in the scaffold sample entraps
n-HAp. Subsequently, it causes significant reflection and
absorption of IR ray during the FTIR measurement. In other
words, the transmittance would become insignificant.
Hence, a weaker band is barely detected through FTIR.
Pure HAp presents a strong peak absorption FTIR band
centred around 1000–1100 cm-1 due to asymmetric vibration stretching for phosphate (–PO4) group [54,55]. It is
evidence of the presence of HAp. The presence of weak
board absorption peak bands (low and broad peak) in the
region around 850–950 cm-1 was due to out-of-plane
bending vibration stretching for carbonate (–CO3) group of

Figure 2.
scaffolds.

FTIR spectrum of 3D porous cornstarch/n-HAp
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the HAp [56]. The functional group of carbonate exhibits at
two peaks at different wavenumbers in the same band
leading to the difference in stretching vibrational mode, i.e.,
asymmetric and out-of-plane vibration stretching. The
peaks in the low-intensity transmittance region within
1400–1650 cm-1 are due to C–O asymmetric functional
group –CO3 [57–59]. A wide broad absorption band peak
appearing within 3200–3600 cm-1 is due to symmetric
stretching mode in functional groups O–H [57]. It is evidence to justify that the composite is HAp.
Characteristic broad bands of cornstarch in the
3100–3700 cm-1 refer to hydroxyl group (–OH) vibration
stretching in the anhydroglucose unit. Meanwhile, characteristic broad bands of cornstarch in 2800–3000 cm-1 refer
to the methylene(C–H) group vibration stretching in the
glucose unit [60]. The weak board absorption peak bands
*2485 cm-1 is due to C–H stretching vibration at the C-6
position of a glucose molecule [61]. Meanwhile, the peaks
within 2000–2200 cm-1 are attributed to the O–H stretching vibration combination. It represents the degree of
hydrogen bonding in the cornstarch. The adjacent peaks at
the absorption band show that hydrogen links appear
between amylose chains. Furthermore, this hydrogen link
appears between amylose and amylopectin molecules too
[62]. The peaks that present at *1638 cm-1 are attributed
to the bending vibration stretching of O–H in the amorphous regions and asymmetric stretching in a carboxylate
group (COO–) of cornstarch and it reveals that some
amylopectin or amylose molecular chains found in cornstarch might be fragmented during fabrication [44,60,63].
The absorption at *1415 cm-1 is attributed to –CH2
bending vibration and C–O–O stretching in a carbohydrate
group [64]. The characteristic peaks at 800–1300 cm-1 are
attributed to C–O–H bend stretching vibration, C–C
stretching vibration and C–O stretching vibration of the
glucose unit [65,66].
The absorption bands at 800–1300 cm-1 are sensitive to
changes in the crystallinity of the cornstarch. The absorption band intensity at *1010 cm-1 determines the orientation of the –CH and –CH2 intermolecular bond in the
hydroxymethyl group (–CH2OH) of cornstarch. The bands
of 3100–3700, 2800–3000 and *1638 cm-1 are associated
with retrogradation process of starch and recrystallization in
the interactions of cornstarch/n-HAp composites [67]. As
the cornstarch content of cornstarch/n-HAp composites
increases, the increment of the intensity of peaks at the
FTIR absorption bands might be able to illustrate the
quantity of hydroxyl group (–OH) in cornstarch that interacts vigorously with HAp particles by interparticle, intraparticle and crystal bonding for the determination of
mechanical properties of scaffolds. The increment of the
proportion of the cornstarch and the crystallinity of composites are due to retrogradation. The retrogradation of
cornstarch reduced the band absorption ratios and bandwidth for some peaks [66]. In comparison among the
scaffold samples with different proportions, it can be
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noticed that the positions and shapes of the absorbance
peaks on the FTIR spectra are slightly different. A comparative study on the variation of FTIR spectral pattern can
be done to determine the extent of structural changes or
composite crystallinity within the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold to indicate the interaction with crystal nucleation [68].

3.3

XRD analysis

XRD techniques are commonly used for the phase identification of the crystalline material and the study of composite crystallinity demonstrates XRD patterns that exist
among the cornstarch and HAp [21]. All natural starch
contains long-range molecular structure regions and the
common crystalline forms are commonly identified by XRD
patterns as A, B and C. The crystallinity of A-type is most
likely in cereal starch. The tubers and amylose-rich starches
exhibit the B-type crystallinity. The C-type crystallinity is
commonly found in legumes, a combination of A-type and
B-type polymorphs. V-type crystallinity is also another
crystalline form found in amylose which is integrated with
monoglycerides and fatty acids into a complex form. In this
case, V-type crystallinity occurs after starch gelatinization
and retrogradation. V-type crystallinity is hardly found in
natural starches [69]. However, limited literature is available to support and identify the V-type crystallinity complex accurately with characteristic diffracted peaks.
In this case, the XRD patterns of the cornstarch/n-HAp
composites are within 10–55° for 2h and shows noticeable
and distinguishable peaks located at 2h = 10.6, 15.1, 26,
29.1, 31.9, 39.8, 42.1, 49.5 and 53.3°. It suggests the
recrystallization of the cornstarch as these peaks do not
appear in the native starch in amylose and amylopectin. For
the cornstarch/n-HAp composites, the sharp diffraction
peaks at 2h = 26, 29.1, 31.9 and 49.5° as shown in figure 3
are because of KCl face-centred cubic lattice in the
recrystallized cornstarch [70,71]. As the crystalline structure of natural cornstarch granules vanishes during the
fabrication of porous scaffolds, the retrograded cornstarch
exhibits a typical crystalline V-type structure. Similarly, the
peaks at 2h = 26, 29.1 and 31.9° seem more apparent and
obvious as the cornstarch content increases [71]. The
intensities of these peaks increase when the cornstarch
content in the cornstarch/n-HAp composites increases. Each
peak intensity is composed of a different combination of
phase combination which is proportional to the crystalline
concentration.
The composites from 10 to 70 wt% of HAp content
exhibit indistinct characteristic peaks of HAp. It indicates
that the highly pure crystalline phase of HAp is maintained
due to the fabrication of scaffold at low temperature. The
peak profile of HAp is widely exhibited due to nanocrystallites and significant lattice disorder that does not significantly increase the crystallinity of the HAp particles [72].
In other words, the cornstarch/n-HAp composite with the
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Table 3. Mechanical
scaffolds.
Sample
HAp–Cs30
HAp–Cs40
HAp–Cs50
HAp–Cs60
HAp–Cs70
HAp–Cs80
HAp–Cs90

Figure 3.
scaffolds.

XRD spectrum of 3D porous cornstarch/n-HAp

decrement of cornstarch content presents a broad line of
peak and these peaks overlap in the XRD patterns. It indicates that the higher proportion of HAp crystals has a
smaller size and lower crystallinity. This is because HAp
particles are not sintered when the fabrication procedure is
conducted at low temperature [73]. However, the XRD
patterns of the cornstarch/n-HAp composites seem consistent with the diffraction peaks of stoichiometric HAp when
the cornstarch content increases. The similarity of the XRD
patterns might be due to the interaction between the cornstarch and HAp; the HAp particles are trapped in the
recrystallized cornstarch matrix. Thus, the HAp particles
that coat the cornstarch crystalline structure exhibit a similar pattern as the highly crystalline HAp-like structure in
the XRD patterns.
In figure 3, the peaks in the XRD patterns can be used to
illustrate the interaction among the cornstarch/n-HAp
composites. When the cornstarch content increases, the
crystallinity of cornstarch/n-HAp composites can be
increased through the process of recrystallization. This
process can cause stiffness in the composites. The cornstarch/n-HAp composites with the higher intensity of the
characteristic peaks in the XRD patterns have a higher
degree of crystallinity.

3.4

Compressive property analysis

Compressive properties are essential in designing bone
tissue scaffolds to present the desirable mechanical properties of the injured bone tissue for the regeneration of bone
tissue [49]. The compressive strength and modulus can be
used to infer functions of the crystalline phase and internal
geometry of the scaffolds [74]. The composites’

properties

of

Compressive strength
(MPa)
0.031
0.070
0.231
0.645
1.222
2.031
1.237

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.002
0.001
0.003
0.006
0.003
0.014
0.003

the

249
cornstarch/n-HAp

Compressive modulus
(MPa)
0.3343
0.6185
2.8939
4.3638
7.4178
8.2723
7.7942

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.011
0.004
0.030
0.090
0.074
0.093
0.047

compression strength and module were measured through
the compression test. Compressive properties of all seven
scaffold samples with various cornstarch contents are listed
in table 3. The mechanical properties of the HAp (composite) are enhanced by the presence of the cornstarch in the
matrix. Homogeneously, the compressive strength and
modulus for the porous 3D HAp samples increase in proportion to the addition of starch [36].
The highest compressive strength can be observed for
HAp–Cs80 (2.031 ± 0.014 MPa). Meanwhile, the scaffold
sample with the lowest compressive strength is HAp–Cs30
(0.031 ± 0.002 MPa). The compressive strength increases
with the increment of cornstarch content. A similar trend in
the compressive modulus of the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffolds
can be observed too in table 3. The HAp–Cs80 scaffolds
(80 wt% cornstarch content) achieved a maximum compressive module of 8.2723 ± 0.093 MPa which is 25 times
the compressive modulus of the HAp–Cs30 scaffolds
(0.3343 ± 0.011 MPa). Likewise, the addition of cornstarch can significantly increase the compressive modulus
of the scaffolds. The compressive strength and modulus of
scaffolds are significantly increased by multiples of 2 and 3,
respectively, when the cornstarch content increases from 40
to 50 wt%. It is due to the binding effect of the cornstarch.
This finding can be used to infer the porosity of cornstarch/
n-HAp composites, which has sufficient content of cornstarch. The adequate adhesive interactions between the HAp
particles are due to the adhesive force of cornstarch. Likewise, a significant improvement in the compressive strength
and modulus of the HAp–Cs70 can be observed due to the
adhesive effect, where the compressive strength and modulus double for HAp–Cs60 when cornstarch content
increases from 60 to 70 wt%. When the quantity of cornstarch granules is high, the gelatinized molecular chains can
be extended substantially and penetrate the space among the
HAp particles. Association among the particles could lead
to the reinforcement of interior architecture of the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold [36]. However, the compression
strength
decreases
from
2.031 ± 0.014
to
1.237 ± 0.003 MPa when the cornstarch content increases
from 80 to 90 wt%. The compression modulus also
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decreases from 8.2723 ± 0.093 to 7.7942 ± 0.047 MPa as
the cornstarch content increases from 80 to 90 wt%. Both
decrements might occur due to severe shrinkage of scaffolds. A further decrement of HAp content will lead to the
loss of structural rigidity due to insufficiency of HAp.
Inadequate HAp content hinders reaction of the cornstarch
with HAp particles in interlocking affecting the compressive strength and modulus of the scaffolds [44].
In the literature [75] and [76], the measured compressive strength and modulus values of human cancellous
bone vary from 0.22 to 10.44 MPa and 1 to 9800 MPa,
respectively. The human bone mechanical properties are
attributed to various physiological factors [75,76]. In this
research study, the HAp–Cs80 scaffolds show the most
suitable mechanical properties among all the cornstarch/nHAp scaffolds that are highly similar to human cancellous
bone. The HAp–Cs80 scaffold has the typical compressive
strength and modulus. It indicates that the mechanism of
reinforcement occurs between HAp and cornstarch during
recrystallization. These porous cornstarch/n-HAp composites, therefore, have high potential in the regeneration
of bone tissue cells and the cultivation of extracellular
matrix with adequate mechanical properties in implantation of a bone scaffold.

4.

Conclusions

Cornstarch/n-HAp biocomposite scaffolds were fabricated
via SCPL to produce highly porous 3D scaffolds. In this
study, the effect of cornstarch/n-HAp proportion on the
microstructure, crystallinity and mechanical properties of
the scaffold were studied. When the cornstarch content
increases, the cornstarch/n-HAp scaffold will exhibit significant porosity, optimum pore size, high crystallinity,
excellent pore interconnection and adequate mechanical
properties that can be seen via the results of this study.
These characteristics are essential in the application of bone
tissue engineering. The scaffold fabrication technique
without chemical additives can be used for the fabrication
of green biocomposite scaffolds for potential use in bone
tissue engineering applications. The properties of the fabricated composite scaffolds in this study meet the requirement when a suitable proportion of both HAp and
cornstarch content is found.
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